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Most of phenomena are developed with an amount of conditions which is equivalent 
to the existence of several possible states of nature, whose possibilities of realization 
aren’t known as a rule. For this case, actual decision theories have put in the concept of 
incertitude as an unavoidable condition of the decision process which basically 
characterizes human being.  

Incertitude, function of its sources, exists in process having role of conditions 
(decision in incertitude cases), established both by outside environment and by intrinsic 
character of decision (decision incertitude), helped by human factor (the actors of decision 
process). Therefore, incertitude can produce a series of psycho-managerial problems. 
Whose solving is so than can clearly change the decisional process itself, wherein real 
decision men adopt strategies of decision different from those suppose by the analytic 
model.   

Incertitude can act in decisional process in sure conditions as initial incertitude but 
each phase of process is finalized in a sure process and starting incertitude is absorbed 
through cognitive processes. In this case, through taking decision, the incertitude has 
wholly cancelled and even it remains more a certain quantity of incertitude, it is no more 
important.   

But in real cases, incertitude isn’t as a rule wholly integrated in before-decision 
phases but persists. Thus, it becomes an important parameter of decision process, 
interacting with the other parameters of it.   

In this work we purpose to analyze the kinds of incertitude reflection in the phases 
of economic decisional process for finding possibilities of its modeling, thus offering for 
decision man right instruments of analyze and option in incertitude cases.   
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